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A newsletter to celebrate our collective achievements
and to harness the power of citizen-science in Manitoba.

Phase 2
We have now begun phase 2 of the atlas project.
The atlas regional coordinators have been
involved in a lengthy data review process to
ensure some degree of consistency in the
application of breeding evidence codes. We
have learnt a lot about breeding distribution,
abundance patterns and safe dates that will
benefit ornithological studies in future.
We have also been working hard behind the
scenes to import external databases
such as the Manitoba Nocturnal Owl
Survey (MNOS) into the atlas; for
example, MNOS contributed 378
records of 8 owls species from
2010 – 2014.
We have now closed the database
and begun analysis and mapping.
In 2016, it will be your turn
again to contribute to the
production phase.

WE NEED YOU!
Call for Volunteers (Phase 2)
We are currently using the reams
of data you gathered to produce
several output products (see “What
We Are Working On” on p2). By
early 2016 we will have the
information packages ready that
will be the basis for species
accounts. We will then call for
volunteers to write the species
accounts following a prepared
template (see p9). Since we have
300 species to cover, this is going
to be a lot of work.
Your help in phase 2 of the project is
just as important as phase 1. In the very
near future, there will be many ways to
get involved in the production phase, including:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Photo cutouts: C. Artuso

Writing Species Account
Contributing photographs (birds + habitats)
Editing and/or proof-reading
French translation

If you can help in any way, please get in touch and let us
know as soon as possible. We will be compiling lists and
forming teams to tackle specific tasks!

What We Are Working On:
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Just for fun - can you identify these
babies? Photo: Garry Budyk

Louise
Rosset

Thanks for the Data!
Our data collection phase is now closed. If you have
anything outstanding that you really feel needs to be
submitted, please get it to us ASAP.

Please also keep sending us your photos and stories
for the newsletter and elsewhere.

Don’t forget to have some fun when the sun goes
down… Nocturnal Owl Surveys begin soon
(Northern Hawk Owl by C. Artuso).
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What We
Achieved!
We never get tired of
looking at updated maps
of your achievements.
This is how the 42,261
hours of volunteer time
were spread across the
Manitoba landscape – a
compelling
demonstration of the
power of citizen
science!
This is your legacy to
Manitoba!

Just for fun - can you
identify this baby?
Photo: Joanne Smith

Target Achievements

Entered

Registered volunteers

1,052

Atlassing hours

42,621

# bird data records

326,430

# point counts

38,629

# Species At Risk records

11,790

# training workshops & presentations

121

CONGRATULATIONS!
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Farewell to Bonnie

Photo: Paul Lawson

We sent teams of paddlers out and managed to bring them
all home safe without anyone lost or any broken limbs.
Thank you
We did have a crew stranded at York Factory one very
by Bonnie Chartier
long, hot day. Our pick up team was meant to come out of
Shammattawa. The only contact number that I had was the
TIME TO MOVE ALONG
RCMP in that community. The RCMP lady in charge was
dealing with a murder that day and really was not happy
It is with a heavy heart that I must say farewell to the
with me as I made the 65th or 70th phone call to her. Then
Manitoba Breeding Bird Atlas. I have very much enjoyed to make matters worse, I had the nerve to ask her for her
the challenges of the past six years. Being part of this
home phone number at the end of the day. Needless to say
massive volunteer-driven project has been a wonderful
she was speaking to me through clenched teeth before we
experience. It has been a pleasure working with
were finished. l was happy and relieved when I got the call
Christian. The man has amazing patience in the office
from Jack Dubois close to midnight that they had been met
and energy in the field. There was no location that I
by the pick up team. Of course, I didn’t know at that point
couldn’t send him and, at times, at the drop of a hat
that they were just starting on yet another adventure…
(Can’t call it the drop of a dime because we didn’t have
any dimes to drop!). The staff at Manitoba Conservation
There was another team that went to ground in a northern
have been nothing but helpful every step of the way.
town for a hot shower and real bed that neglected to
Even the RCMP helped us out where they could. I want
mention it to me. That rather quickly turned my hair ever
to thank the Manitoba Lodges and Outfitters owners.
grayer. Thank god for that little bottle of hair colour.
Without their help we could not have gotten into any of
the northern locations. Each of the remote lodge owners When I look over the staggering number of squares the
were amazing and supportive every step of the way. We southern birders covered in each of the five summers, the
had so many dedicated volunteers that went into the field number of miles driven and time spent, it’s amazing to say
and got it done; it was such a pleasure to work with all of the least. I found myself checking the atlas maps almost
daily to see how many squares changed colour. What a
you. Thank you!!!
treat to have been a part of all of this. To have been on the
As soon as I read the job description for the atlas, I
inside track and to have played a part in helping to execute
wanted to be part of the team. I was hired in the fall of
those remote trips. I look forward to the end product, as I
2009, it seemed that we were always behind the eight ball am sure that you all do as well.
trying to hurry to get things in place in order to move on
I thank all of you for your participation and dedication.
to the next challenge. It was always about getting the
Certainly I will miss it all. They say that as one door
squares point counted. The pace was hectic much of the
time and it was fun to figure out how to make it all come closes another one opens. It is now time to walk through
that new door. God bless and good birding!
together. We were so lucky to have had so many
wonderful volunteers and I was pleased to meet and get to
- Bonnie
know so many amazing people all over this province.
The winters were spent calling pretty well every lodge
owner in northern Manitoba asking for everything that
you can imagine. In the end we sent teams into every
remote lodge in operation and a couple that were not even
open on the year that our teams visited. We were not
turned down ever on any request that we made. We used
airplanes, canoes, helicopters, trains, buses, high rails,
box cars, boats, quads – if we could move volunteers, we
managed to make it happen. We needed to get our teams
in to as many remote locations as possible. The
memories are many, the stories long.
Bonnie hard at work at an atlas volunteer appreciation picnic at
Oak Hammock Marsh (putting the scope on a Great Egret).
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From The Field
IBA
By Tim Poole

The IBA team can send volunteer packages by mail or you can download
them from http://importantbirdareasmb.ca. These provide information,
a volunteer job description and even a brief introduction to using eBird for
IBA. Contact Tim Poole at iba@naturemaniotba.ca or 204-943-9029.

The IBA Program has been picking up in 2015. Seasonal highlights include:

•

A June blitz of Southwestern Manitoba Mixed-grass Prairie IBA found 40 Sprague’s Pipits and 231
Chestnut-collared Longspurs, confirming that this is indeed a globally significant Important Bird Area.
We also recorded other threatened species including Baird’s Sparrow (11), Ferruginous Hawk (4), as
well as other grassland species such as Loggerhead Shrike, Bobolink and Grasshopper Sparrow.
• Joanne Smith, the caretaker for Riverton Sandy Bar has been finding plenty to keep her busy. A boat
trip out to Hecla Bar, followed by Riverton Sandy Bar in June found totals of 124 American White
Pelicans, 150 Franklin’s Gulls, 41 Ring-billed Gulls, 35 Common Terns (including 3 fledgling young),
220 Herring Gulls, 3 Bonaparte’s Gulls, and 13 Double-crested Cormorants.
• Donna Martin has been monitoring North, West and East Shoal Lakes as caretaker. On August 29th she
was joined by 15 other volunteers to blitz the IBA. A total of 8876 birds were counted.
• Newcomers Colin Blyth and Gillian Richards have been busy out at Whitewater Lake as well as helping
out elsewhere when opportunities arise. Shorebird numbers have been especially impressive around
Whitewater Lake this year.
• We also have volunteers getting into monitoring at other sites: Grant’s Lake, Delta Marsh, Marshy
Point, Saskatchewan River Delta and Oak Lake.
There is still plenty of space for more volunteers, so please don’t be shy coming forward! You can find out
more at www.importantbirdareasmb.ca or email Tim Poole at iba@naturemanitoba.ca.

Nature Conservancy of Canada Surveys
By Christian Artuso

Atlas staff completed a series of inventory work on
selected Nature Conservancy of Canada properties
this year and have been examining the prospect of a
long-term volunteer-based monitoring program in
several natural areas.

NCC
LEARN MORE:
Visit: www.natureconservancy.ca/mb
Follow us on Twitter: twitter.com/NCC_CNC
Facebook: www.facebook.com/natureconservancy.ca Just for fun - can you identify these ducklings and baby warbler.
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From The Field
Manitoba Chimney Swift Initiative Update
By Barb Stewart
To all of the monitors involved in the 2015 National Roost Monitoring Program (NRMP) and MCSI Blitz
Night: this is a BIG SHOUTOUT OF THANKS! This spring, 56 volunteers devoted 284 hours of
their time - to monitor 45 sites in 14 different Manitoba communities. Outstanding work everyone!

Collectively, the 2015 monitoring represents a significant increase in effort compared to 2014 when we had
35 monitors, who spent 79 hours monitoring 23 sites in 11 communities. By any metric you care to choose
more people devoted more hours monitoring more sites in 2015. What made the difference? We were
successful in reaching out and recruiting more personal friends to help us out this year. Also, the
availability of volunteers who previously were involved with the Manitoba Breeding Bird Atlas made a
huge difference in the ability to monitor more chimney swift sites.
The success of the MCSI program is based on volunteer citizen scientists. We are very grateful to include
you among our supporters. Thanks again for collecting the data that enables us to better understand these
birds. That knowledge about swifts, and the habitat they occupy, is the foundation for the implementation
of habitat stewardship and outreach programs. Chimney swifts in Manitoba are well served by your efforts!
Finally, a big shout out for 2016. We need more volunteers to help us out.
From Melita to St Francis Xavier, there are opportunities aplenty to build up
this valuable work. Our biggest need though is in Winnipeg itself. If you can
get involved please contact Barb Stewart at mbchimneyswift@gmail.com.

Just for fun - can you
identify this baby? Photo:
Joanne Smith

How atlas data contributes to avian research:
Your data is already making an impressive contribution to other avian
research projects throughout the province. Here are some examples:

•
•

•

•

Amélie Roberto-Charron deployed 41 geolocators on Canada Warblers
in Manitoba for her MSc at the University of Manitoba. Atlas data helped
her to determine Canada Warblers hotspots and to select field sites.
Laurel Moulton, a PhD candidate at the University of Manitoba, is examining the impacts of habitat
fragmentation and anthropogenic land use on Golden-winged Warbler survival, reproductive behaviour
and productivity. She also maintains a genetic atlas of Golden-winged Warblers in the southeast to keep
track of Golden-winged Warbler X Blue-winged warbler hybrids and “cryptic hybrids”. She has used
atlas data and other BSC survey data in her project.
Chelsea Enslow, a master's student at the University of Manitoba is examining blood parasites in several
Golden-winged Warbler populations. This summer, she sampled birds using atlas and other survey data to
guide her efforts. She screened the blood samples for infection and sequenced the parasite strains of the
infected birds at the Canadian Museum of Nature's DNA lab. She is currently working on investigating
the effects of anthropogenic disturbance on rates and strains of blood parasitism, and the effects of blood
parasites on bird body condition.
Emily McKinnon conducted a pilot for a MITACS post-doc looking at the migratory connectivity of
Connecticut Warbler. She used atlas data to locate suitable sites and deployed 29 geolocators this year.
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Photo Crop
A few photo of
hardworking atlassers!

1.
2.
3.
4.

Amelia Thornhill, Amanda Guercio, Mark Dorriesfield & Janine McManus ready to fly.
Alexander Stone taking a well earned break. Photo: Jonathan Willans
Ken De Smet, Ken Kingdon, David Wright, Martin Scott & Jill Larkin by Ryan McDonald
Cheryl Dobell, Jon Ruddy, James Peterson, Brett Fried, Christian Artuso, Erin
Prokopanko, Amelia Thornhill and Jessie Dubnyk photographed by a kind tourist
5. Recipients of the Manitoba government’s Service Excellence Awards 2014 (Sherrie
1.for Manitoba Hydro, Bonnie Chartier for BSC in second row on left; Christian
Mason
Artuso for BSC, Rudolf Koes for Nature Manitoba, Cary Hamel for the Nature
Conservancy of Canada, Paul Goossen for Environment Canada in the back row
representing the atlas steering committee. Photo : Nicole Firlotte. Insert of the award
photographed by Cary Hamel

2.

1.

2.
3.

4.

5.
5.
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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Bonnie training students at Lac Brochet. Photo by Christian Artuso
Richard Staniforth & Rudolf Koes with Dusty Budd at Budd’s Gunisao Lake Lodge
Garry Budyk hard at work! Photo: Deanna Dogdson
Jo Swartz and René Séguin at Shoal Lakes. Photo by Christian Artuso
Joanne & Dave Smith, Linda Curtis & others at Oak Hammock Marsh on one of the
atlas volunteer appreciation picnics. Photo by Christian Artuso
6. 1.
Ken De Smet on Assinika River. Photo Daniel Dupont

Photo Crop
More photos of hardworking
atlassers!

1.

2.
2.

3.

4.

5.

5.
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Useful Information

Photographic Contributors

Account Writers

Early in 2016, we will be looking for photographs to
complement species accounts and introductory
chapters. We are unable to pay for the use of photos.

Want to know what an online published atlas looks
like? Take a look at: http://birdatlas.bc.ca and
select “online book” or go to:

We will be looking for:

•

http://birdatlas.bc.ca/accounts/toc.jsp
We are striving for a similar model to the B.C
publication.

•

Photos of each species, preferably:
o showing breeding plumage
o showing the species’ habitat (“portrait style”
with blurred background less useful)
o taken in Manitoba if possible
o At least 2400 pixels on longest dimension
Photos of key habitats (for particular species and
more generally)

Questions or submissions? Phone or email:
mbbbapublication@gmail.com

CONTACT INFORMATION
Christian Artuso
Manitoba Breeding Bird Atlas
24-200 Saulteaux Crescent,
Winnipeg, MB R3J 3W3
Tel:
204-945-6816
Toll-free:
1-800-214-6497
Fax:
204-945-3077
Email:
cartuso@birdscanada.org

Call for Species-At-Risk Data

Quizz Answers:

If you have seen any SAR within the last year,
please report those sightings to us, along with the
following information – observer(s), date, precise
location (ideally GPS coordinates, or exact location
on a map) and breeding code. This information will
be passed along to the Conservation Data Centre.
Don’t know if what you saw was a SAR or not?
Check out the list on the MBBA website
http://birdatlas.mb.ca/speciesatrisk/master.htm

Just for fun - can you identify these babies?
Photo: Joanne Smith (left) Linda Boys (right)
P2: Eastern Phoebe
P3: Northern Hawk Owl
P5: Ruddy Duck, American Redstart
(believe it or not!)
P6: White-breasted Nuthatch
P9: Hermit Thrush, Black Tern

Seen any Species-At-Risk (SAR) this year?
We want to know about it!
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THANK YOU to ALL Atlassers, Funders & Supporters

Especially, thank you to... YOU!

